Air Quality Feature Article Writing Tips

Resources to use:

- your Air Quality Research google doc
- list of resources on the class website
- your notebook/ notes
- articles you were given in class or for HW
- Way to Reduce Air Pollution (HW 4.24)

Writing Information Texts Well: (1st Draft)

- Build a logical structure, so the progression from one part to the next makes sense
- Write with a variety of specific, concrete information
- Glue the bits of information and discussion together with transition words.
- Elaborate with details that bring the text to life (examples, statistics, stories, facts, your subject’s own words.)

Information Writers Combine a Variety of Information

- Explanations
- Descriptions
- Quotations from other texts or experts
- Vocabulary Words in bold
- Definitions
- Glossary
- Maps and Photographs
- Text boxes
- Statistics
- Observations
- Lists
- Diagrams With Labels

Writing Information Chapters Multi!

- Write in Paragraphs.

- Cite examples from the text, quoting parts of the text.

- Be sure to give several pieces of evidence for a point.

- Once you include evidence, reflect about the ways that evidence supports your point.